
	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	

	



 

  

Who is Black Violin? 

To most people, jazz, hip-hop, funk, and classical are musical genres. But to revolutionary music 
group Black Violin, they're nothing but ingredients. 
 
Combining a daunting array of musical styles and influences to produce a signature sound that is 
not quite maestro, not quite emcee, this group of two classically trained violinists and their DJ is 
redefining the music world-one string at a time. 
 
With influences ranging from Shostakovich and Bach to Nas and Jay-Z, Black Violin breaks all the 
rules, blending the classical with the modern to create something rare-a sound that nobody has 
ever heard, but that everybody wants to feel. 
When the members of Black Violin first learned to play their signature instruments-Wil Baptiste at 
the viola 14 years old and Kev Marcus the violin at the tender age of 9-neither could have foreseen 
that it would become their livelihood, though it was already becoming their passion. The two 
Florida natives first met while attending the Dillard High School of Performing Arts in Fort 
Lauderdale, a school whose exceptional music programs served to nurture their already budding 
talents. 
 
After graduating from high school, both Wil and Kev were granted full music scholarships to 
college, Florida State and Florida International University respectively. It was at FIU that Kev first 
encountered the group's future manager, Sam G, with whom he and Wil soon formed a production 
company: DKNEX. Now they had a platform for their dream, and the talent and inspiration to 
back it up. Black Violin was born. 
 
But beyond all the glitz and glamour, the members of Black Violin just want to give children the 
same opportunities that they had. With school music programs being culled all across the country, 
Kev and Wil are concerned that urban youth will not have the benefit of music as a positive 
alternative to other, more destructive pursuits. With this in mind, they have embarked upon a 
campaign of social change-using youth orchestras and reinvigorated music programs to show 
children and teens that they are capable of expressing themselves in ways they have never 
dreamed. 
 
In an age where music is coming to be more and more defined by the labels given to it, Black 
Violin shows that music does not exist within a box, but rather exists in another space-one as open 
and unrestrained as the minds that produce it. 
 



  

 

 

 

  

Classical vs. Hip Hop Music 

Classical Music- The word “classic” tends to mean: an art which is so good that it will 
always be enjoyed by future generations. It is something that has become a model for 
future artists. The period of Ancient Greece and Rome is known as the Classical Period 
because, many centuries later, people looked back to those ancient civilizations and 
thought they were perfect. In recent European history the 18th century was known as 
the Classical Period because musicians, artists, writers and philosophers were inspired by 
the art forms of the Classical Period of Ancient Greece and Rome. Something that is a 
“classic” is therefore something that will always be remembered as something great. 
 
Here are some of the common features you will hear in music of the classical period: 

• A tune! Most music of the classical period has a clear tune. There is little of the 

weaving together of different tunes that you get in baroque music. This means that 

music from the classical period often sounds much simpler than baroque music. 

• Loud one second, quiet the next Music from the classical period keeps changing 

volume. It keeps changing in many other ways as well. You will notice these as 

changes of mood. 

• Classical Music usually isn’t amplified electronically. 

Hip Hop Music- is a music genre developed in the United States by inner-city African 

Americans in the 1970s which consists of a stylized rhythmic music that commonly 

accompanies rapping, a rhythmic and rhyming speech that is chanted. It developed as part 

of hip hop culture, a subculture defined by four key stylistic 

elements: MCing/rapping, DJing/scratching with turntables, break dancing, and graffiti 

writing. Other elements include sampling beats or bass lines from records (or synthesized 

beats and sounds), and rhythmic beatboxing.  
 
 
 



 

Lesson Guide for 3rd- 12th 

Option #1: Combining Art with Music 

Materials: 

• Watercolor paper 
• Oil Pastels 
• Paintbrushes and water cups 

Learning Target: 

• Students will compare and contrast the two different styles of music, classical and 
hip hop.  

• Students will create a visual interpretation of the two styles of music and how they 
combine to create one piece of music.  

Activity: 

• Students will begin by listening to the bio of  Kev Marcus and Wil B and the 
differences between the two different genres of music. The activity will begin with 
the students listening to a classical piece of music. During this time, they will use an 
oil pastel to loosely create lines around their composition. After about 30 sec, the 
music will switch to a Jay Z hip hop song and students, with a new color, will create 
lines based on that tempo. After another 30 seconds, we will discuss the similarities 
and differences between the two and what it would sound like combined. For the 
last portion, students will paint to fill in their line work as they listen to Black Violin. 
Black violin combines music to create one composition, while students will combing 
two medias to create one composition.  

Air on the G string by Bach 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mlsKCyuDnw&list=PLnmvUWZfw3kt3qp1L50dOkEdQ
80kAWA7D 

Show Me What You Got by Jay Z 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FS4U-HAHwps 

Black Violin “A Flat” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEIVzWCRSg8&list=PLhICNp0w2wrrS5WR1B9BCOEcC_
_oTldUR 

GM.R NH.7.1 I can talk and write about music using musical vocabulary 



 

 

 

Lesson Guide for 3rd- 12th 

Option #2: Graffiti Names  

Materials: 

• Computer Paper 
• Markers 
• Crayons 

Learning Target: 

• Students will create a visual interpretation of their name and what makes them 
unique.  

• Students will combine urban graffiti art with patterns, shapes, and symbols that 
compliment their own personal story.  

Activity: 

• Students will begin by listening to the bio of Kev Marcus and Wil B and the 
differences between the two different genres of music. The activity will begin with 
the students listening to a classical piece of music. During this time, they will write 
their name in bubble letters and will add shadows for depth. The music will switch to 
a Jay Z hip hop song and students, will design the inside of their letters (things about 
them). After, we will discuss the similarities and differences between the two and 
what it would sound like combined. For the last portion, students will add the effects 
of splatter paint and bricks to create an urban inspired work. 

Air on the G string by Bach 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mlsKCyuDnw&list=PLnmvUWZfw3kt3qp1L50dOkEdQ
80kAWA7D 

Show Me What You Got by Jay Z 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FS4U-HAHwps 

Black Violin “A Flat” 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gEIVzWCRSg8&list=PLhICNp0w2wrrS5WR1B9BCOEcC_
_oTldUR 

GM.R NH.7.1 I can talk and write about music using musical vocabulary 



  

 

  

Audience Etiquette 
Watching a performance is different from watching television or a 
sporting event. When you watch T.V. you may leave the room or 
talk. At a sporting event you might cheer and shout and discuss 
what you’re seeing. Your role as a member of the audience in a 
play means you must watch and listen carefully because- 

• You need to concentrate on what the performers are doing. 
• The performers are affected by your behavior because they 

share the room with you. Talking and moving around can 
make it difficult for them to concentrate on their roles. 

• Extra noises and movement can distract other audience 
members.  

• There should be no eating, drinking or gum chewing during 
the show. 

• Make sure to turn off all electronic devices. 
• There should be no audio or video recording during the 

performance. 
• Most importantly, ENJOY THE SHOW! 

 



 

HAVE KIDS WHO’D LIKE TO TAKE CLASSES? HOW ABOUT 
YOU? 

Master Classes 

MASTER CLASSES INTRODUCE LOCAL STUDENTS TO 
ACCOMPLISHED EXPERTS IN THE PERFORMING ARTS 

Students are given the opportunity to learn, observe and interact 
with artists from around the world.    

 
WORKSHOPS 

   In- School Workshops  
with Sterling DeVries and Stephanie Creger, Director and 
Coordinator of Education, Charleston Gaillard Center  
     
The Charleston Gaillard will offer in-school workshops prior to 
each educational performance. The workshops correlate directly to 
the live performances. Each workshop presents the content covered 
in the performance and connects it to the classroom curriculum 
through the arts. Students will be immersed in an arts-enhanced 
lesson of theatre, music, literature, design, dance or visual arts.  
 

   CAMPS 

The Gaillard Center music and theater camps offer students in the 
Lowcountry the opportunity to learn and thrive in the
 performing arts. Through a blending of instructional and 
performance opportunities, our camp programs help develop skills 
that will last a lifetime. Camps that we offer: 

• Jazz 
• Dance 
• Theater  

 

 

For more information, contact sdevries@gaillardcenter.com 

or screger@gaillardcenter.com 

 


